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"Tracfitio n and Change - a L ook to
the Fut ure" is the theme of this year's
Paren ts' Weekend to be held on May

5, 6, 7.
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Michele Roth, Helena Murphy, and
Ann Pollack are working "fast and
furiously" with members of the administration in bringing to fruition the tentative schedule of events. The invitations
will be sent to parents in early April.
Plans for the weekend are as follows:
Friday night , May 5, will include registration , an evening at the Boston Pops
for those girls who wish to share with
their parents the thrill of the beautiful
music conducted by Arthur Fiedler, and
an Open House in each dormitory.
Entertainment

and refreshments

are to

P~~PY,.:..'- ~ SW-5:.Q.
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Magic Mom ent;' "Under The Boardwalk," and their latest one, "Baby, I'm
In Love W ith You."
T hese are only a few of their hit
songs and expectations are that their
concert will prove why they are among
the most favored recording artists in the
country .
"Interlude" has been planned for the
Lesley Community and its members'
support is needed in order to make it a
success. The week-_end will cost $15.
For further information contact Tobey
Salmonson, Social Chairman of S.G.A.

No. 9

Brunch will be provided for departing
parents Sunday morni ng. I t will be a
perfect ending to a perfec t weekend
spent with families and friends .
The following committees are now
at work on the preparation for Parents'
Weekend :
Flower and'"Gift Committee: Carole
Haskell, Chairman; Linda Martin,
Vivian Vaccaro, Linda Cotton, Bev
Kimball; Exhibit Committee: Susan
Addison and Carolyn Costello, Cochairmen; Saturday Morning Planning
Committee: Lois Rosner, Chairman ,
Mary-Ellen Martinelli, Karen Hert z,
Karen Berenson, Fran Dreier, Zoe
Paley; Commitee for Invitations and
Saturday Night Program : Janie Matluck, Chairman, Ellen Kram er, C arolyn
Bourne,

Pau l a Ke ll y, Linda
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tees have planlied 11n
Parents' Weekend in the form of semi-

Jan Kelleher

nars and discussion groups to be held
on campus concerning major topics of
Also, Di scussion Group Committee:
academic and social significance. Fol- Barbara Greenb erg and Ilene Meyer,
lowing luncheon, there will be exhibits Co-chairmen, Judi Marks, Tina Brodof art, science and other points of in- sky, Ileine Saslafsky, Fran Dreier, Jeri
terest to be viewed by visiting parents. Kirschbaum, Shelly Raphaelson, Joanne
Klein, Beth Brenner; Dean's Tea ComLesley Night at the theater is on the
mittee: Karen Hertz and Karen Berenschedule for Saturday, May 6. Rindge son, Co-chairmen; Theme Committee:
Tech auditorium will be used for an Judy Goldstein, Chairman, Diane Bushevent which· will prove to be as enter- ner, Lynda Martin, Zoe Paley, Rita
taining as have been all previous class Ranni; Pops Committee: Barbara Bradproductions. Many more details for Sat- ley, Chairman, Debby Garbose, Mary
urday's schedule will be kept as sur- Kuhn, Beth Brenner, Pixie Wollin.
prises.
Dean Claire Low will be hostess at a
tea for the parents. At this time she will
be able to speak with them in an informal atmosphere.

COLLEGE
ELECTS
'GLAMOUR
GIRL'

PEACE
C,QRPSREPS
Janice Kelleher, a sophomore at
Lesley, will represent our college this
COMETO LESLEY
year in a nationwide contest for the

If you are interested in traveling, and
in helping people all over the world,
here is your opportunity. Former Peace
Corps volunteers will be on campus
March 9-10 to talk with interested students. A graduate of Lesley is presently
serving in the Peace Corps - Sheila
Klein, '63, is stationed in South America.
More than 12,000 volunteers now
serve io 52 nations and territories. In
1966, eight new countries hosted volunteers. With more requests for volunteers coming from foreign governments
every year, the Peace Corps has doubled
its recruiting efforts to insure finding
more than 10,000 trainees needed for the
l 967 programs. The target is 50,000
applications.
The Peace Corps still trains its volunteers in 'partnership with colleges and
universities but its emphasis is now on
practice instead of book learning. Discussion groups have replaced lectured
and over-burdened trainees. The new
_volunteers will have a variety of activities in.stead of merely doiQg calisthenics.
The Peace Corp s has c!e-emphasized
physical conditioning . The volunteer
overseas faces "a mental test, not a physical one," s:iys Mr. Shakow. Seminars
and discussion group s are replacing lectures .

~------

PLANS BEGUN FOR
-PAR-ENTS ,WEEKEND

A unique week-end has been planned by Student Government and the Junior
class this year. This week-end, to be held on March 10th and 1Ith, is called
"In terlude."
On Friday night there will be a forma l-semi-formal dance at the Hotel Somerset in the Louis X IV Ballroom with the Ken Reeves Band . Saturday evening t here
will be a Buffet Dinner in White Hall for those atte nding the week-end. Following
the dinner there will be an informal dance and concert at the H otel Contine nt al
featur ing The Dr ifters and "D ecember's Children", a rock-an.d-roll band .

T he Drifters have been together since
1953 and have been an extremely successful group. Since their first hit,
"Money Hone y", they have been on the
best-selling charts frequently.
The Drifters have had many noteworthy achievements in_ their career.
Some of their big hits have been: "There
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ten best-dr essed college girls in America.
The contest is sponsored each year by
Gl amour Magazine, and the entrees are
students at colleges and universitie s
throughout the nation.
After being elected, Jan was asked to
coordinate some of her favorite outfits
in order to be photographed last Friday
afternoon . The photographer chose
many places in the Boston area to be
used as settings for the pictures; the
Prudential Center, Harvard -Business
School, and the backgrounds for Winterfest were among them.
Jan does not yet know when the
judging will take place. The photographs, however, will be the allimportant
factor in deciding the
winners. We all wish Janice the best
of luck.

A REMINDER
The lost and found is located at
the Information Desk in White Hall.
There are some articles there now .
If you have' lost anything , please
check with the Women in charge.
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Mr.DrayRelates

Democrats'Dilemma
Richard Dray, a representative of the
oJ
llJlAidJml'.d
tJJJlMlDemocratic
party, spoke to the College
J,Jw.mJJui

on February 8, 1967, in White Hall
"Leadership and Change in Higher
Lounge. Mr. Dray discussed the probEducation" is the theme of the 22nd lems that the Democrats have encountNational Conference on Higher Educa- ered in Massachusetts and throughou t
tion which President Orton will be the nation.
attending in Chicago, March 5-8.
-After givin~ a brief history of the
Conferring with educators from all
Democratic
party, Mr. Dray explained
over the United States, Dr. Orton will
be chairman of a discussion on dynamics that there was no unification amongst
members have opposed
of leadership entitled "Planning as a Democrats;
Continuing Leadership Process." Dr . candidates. Personality rather than
Orton has recently returned from visit- qualifications has been the criteria for
ing friends of the College and potential
candidacy.
faculty members in the West.
Mr. Dray thought the reason for this
There are several new developments problem was due to the lack of commuon college campus planning. In the past nication between the voters and the
month the trustees have purchased the Democrats who hold office. Republican s
land at 28 Mellen Street.
have chosen men from business and inDr. Warren Rovetch and Neill Smith
from Campus F acilities, Inc ., are Les-· dustr y ; for example, Mr. Romney, Mr.
Perc y and Mr. Rockefeller. Democrats
ley's architectural consultants. They
will be present on campus March 14 and· should also select the same type of men
15 to · do further work on the maste r in 1970 if the Democratic Party is .to
plan of the campus.
retain their hold on government.

.
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The Lantern Speaks

:J-rom
:Jlie·GJilor;mailbox

EDITOR'S NOTE:
The
entire situation
concernmg
Bences' advertising in the Lant ern has
been misconstrued. We appreciate any
Somehow, when we study the important events and the great men and women
and all advertising. Howe ver, a probof history, the trends in regard to Education and the beliefs of these people con- lem arose when Bence's SEEMED to becerning this subject are overlooked. In the course of our studies we inevitably read
grudge us this small supp_ort , in return
about, and possibly assimilate their theories. However, these theories often appear ' for all of Lesley's business. A misunderin the form of a restatement due to someone else's integration of facts, or .as text
standing is the cause of the hard feelbook information attributed to no particular person. We, then take many of the ings. Nevertheless, pressure tactics were
never our intention.
ideas and make· them our own.
We study the philosophy of education, and take child development courses To The Editor:
galore, but we still lack one important feature necessary for the total understanding
In November's issue of the Lantern
of our major field. This lack is most apparent every time someone says, "Well as some girls no doubt hurriedly, and mildJefferson said ... " in reference to education, and w<;:who are supposed to know ly enraged, wrote and · vaingloriously
a great deal about this subject, gaze back at this person with a mute stare.
signed an article unofficially ( or perWe are at a school specializing in education; we should be offered a course haps officially; I'm not informed) dedealing with the history of education. Many students may feel that this will be claring war on Bence's. The letter was,
as follows:
merely another boring history course, and thus not wish to take it. Possibly, then,
it could be offered as an elective. Those of us who wish to take this course, to gain To the Editors:
the knowledge necessary for a more complete background and thus a truer perspecLet's take our business elsewhere tiv.e from which to view the subject and our own personal theories, for a better
preferably to the Lesley Bookstore.
Bence's infrequently places a two dollar
understanding .of many of the principles we advocate by the virtue of being teachers,
advertisement in the Lantern, charges
have a right to make this choice. ·
fifteen cents to ~ash a check while another neighborhood drugstore does it
without charge. Although the proximity
of Bence's is right, their idea of better
business
relationships leaves something
Recently we had occasion to transfer the contents of an old, worn wallet to to be desired.
'
a new one. This afforded us the ·opportunity of examining each item and of pon- Leslie Blonder
Lois Malboeuf
dering on the value of the things we deem important. What does the wallet of Wendy Hayes
Anne Moran
the average person · contain?
·
For months this complaint has been
It contains money, which may not be the only or most important element in
building
until alas it has been "blown
life, yet is essential if life is to be sustained.
'
way out of proportion" if I may take
In most wallets there is an ownership certificate, testifying to the fact that the
the liberty of being trite. Bence's was
bearer owns a car, and with this is another document authorizing the holder to disturbed about this article - its undue
drive his vehicle. There then is a symbol of our prosperity, tangible evidence of ridicule, injustice, , and "no-sense."
one of our possessions, and often ( depending on the make of the car) a status
Bence's cannot be blamed for their feelsymbol.
ings. In the same issue of the Lantern
Many people carry membership cards of organizations with which they are in which the above complaint was published appeared an ad from Bence's in
affiliated. These are indications of our desire to communicate with other human

THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION

,_
.....

ON WALLETS AND THINGS

be\np;

addition to a comment stating "patron-

proof of ous, need for assoc:iation with others.

Yh tJie last

few- years

people

began

to carry

credit

cards

in their

w-allets.

The se

ize your advertisers."

Paradoxical?

lt

also, shall we say, "in poor taste"
for these girls to find it necessary to
label (subtly?)
Bence's ad as being
somewhat inadequate because it was
only two dollars. Price is of no consequence. Are we now putting further
pressure on our advertisers to meet a
certain price before their ads are deemed
respectable?
In order to further articulate matters,
Bence's policy is as follows:
"l.
Check cashing is a service.
Bence's cashes 300 to 400 checks per
week for students in the area. This
makes check cashing a costly business.
Regular bank __charge is fifteen cents.
Why shouldn't it be considered a service '
as it is by all the other schools in the
area?
2. However,
there is actually no
A. S. P. charge for customers who make a one
dollar minimum purchase. The charge is
actually for those who buy nothing, but
do cash checks amounting to hundreds
of tied-up · dollars and processing costs."
Bence's has also been given many bad
The Educational Goals Committee,
a community government such as was
consisting of trustees, faculty and admin- initiated by Antioch, Bennington, God-_ checks by Lesley girls. In one instance
istration, met on February 13, 1967, to- dard · and Sarah Lawrence Colleges. they had to phone the girl's parents
consider issues of importance to the Investigation is under way as to the long distance several months later in
College.
·
workings of these governments and their order to get p~yment. They did not
cause any additional trouble for not
. One of the topics for discussion was possible application at Lesley;
having received payment - except on
insisting payment. ',
Bence's has given P endulum a sizeable
ad this year as it has 'done in previous
THE LANTERN
years, in spite of the ridicule that they
Official newspaper of Lesley College, published by Lesley College, 29 Everett ·street, Cambridge,
have received.
Mass,. every third - week during the college year, exclusive of vacations and examination periods.
Advice: Do try to give a little more
Printed by the Lexington Press, Inc., 7 Oakland Street, Lexington, Mass. · Telephone 862- '
·8900. Subscription rate by mail: $4.00 a year. Advertising rates on request.
time and thought to more important
1
Editor-in-Chief
matters than fifteen cent check fees,
Francine Dreier
drugstore battles, and other equally
Managing Editor
Copy Editors '
Photography Editors
trivial things. There is a war going on.
Susan llivkind
Ann Pollack
Caroiyn Lippett
Poverty and illness exists all around us.
Linda Rothbaum
Elizabeth -Wright
There is always art, music, and literaNews Editor
ture to criticize, evaluate, and appreciate
Heine Saslafsky
Advertising Editor
Circulation Editor
to fulfill such needs. Patronize where
Feature Editor
Carolyn Bourn e·
Carolyn Costello
you will-:-- it's your prerogative : But
Marjorie I,,evine
really do devote your energies to more
Art Editor
Business Manager
Layout Editor
worthwhile projects and organizations
Joanne Cornell
Rina Levi
Maxine Price
- they need it far more than Bepce's.
·Rewrite Editor .
Faculty Advisor
Secretary
Sincerely,'
Nancy Hill
Dr. Leslie M. Oliver
Marjorie Silverman
Joy<;e' Freedman
Pendulum Advertising Manager

enable

us to get

on credit

almost

anything

we desire -

food,

clothing,

gasoline,

aeroplane trips and services of various sorts. But all of these indicate our reliance
upon what we hope will happen tomorrow. Buying and living on credit are merely
forms of gambling that we will be alive on the morrow and able to meet our
obligations.
•
But a wallet also contains items of a much more personal nature, Is there
anyone who doesn't carry in a wallet a snapshot of someone he or she loves? It
may be a parent, a brother or sister, a special friend looks at us from the wallet
which one carries.
And there are some people who include among the objects in their wallets,
sorp.e clipping from a newspaper or magazine ; a bit of prose or poetry, a paragraph
or a few lines which indicate what our ideals are, a sentiment we cherish, a bit of
literature which has been chosen and clipped because we feel it says more adequately
or beautifully what we would like to say.
_
These then are the things we carry with us and they constitute -a sort of summary of our interests in life. Sustenance represented by money, possessions by a
car license, association by membership cards, the need for love by snapshots and our
ideals and unuttered hopes by clippings.

, Issues Vtewed By Goals Committee

-

I.

was

December 23, 1966
Dear Dr. Schofield,
Ever since you implied or told me
that I was listed in the category of the
"no n-teachables" and the "narrowminded-ones" I haven't had a moment's
peace of existence. I had never considered myself to be in this category before,
except for the time I multiplied an example several times and even though it
kept coming out wrong I assumed it
was right anyway merely because of repetitious thinking. Your holding this
opinion of me has had a traumatic effect
on me. I do hope, by the way, that you
will pardon my use of "loaded" words,
as you, whom I have come to respect.,
have caused me to become rather cognizant of what I say - and think. Yet I
cannot say that this so called trauma has
indelibly hurt me, rather it has indelibly
affected me. Perhaps Shakespeare was
correct in assuming that the lady doth
protest too much. It has made m_e
aware of my own unseen narrowness and
limitations and it bemoans me. Yet it is
indeed "good ~ for me. I, a human being, have• been deceiving myself. I've
not followed my own beliefs, ideals, and
theories. .There is nothing more shattering than self-deception and disappointment.
Recently I heard the rabbi of a conservative temple here speak on the
"dead-god." As he put it, if God is
thought of as a cosmic errand boy then
this Gbd is better off dead! Sometimes
I almost think that God must be man
himself - that we ourselves are God or
that at least he is inside of us and that
is our control to make peace or war,
love and hate, life and death, good and
bad. If we believe in ourselves, then
we must believe in God - if we don't
then
don't

we can't.
In
exactly know

truth,
I lfUf1po,,e r
what l believe and.

what I don't - perhaps because I'm
neither educated nor experienced enough
to know- maybe it's just that proverbial identity crisis that people find difficult to adjust to.
.
,
I do not believe that I am an authority but rather that I am the antithesis
of one, if there is such a thing. But
perhaps we all feel sometime that we
have the answers - for our.selves anyway. But I don't really know. Maybe
it's all just a simple ( or complex) question of immaturity. This is not a protest, not a declaration of innocence
- just an admission - and may I add
not an easy one, of human weakness.
In a way, this is not a letter to you
but a letter to myself. It needed to be
thought, said, writte11_and delivered. It
needs to be understood. Its concepts· are
no doubt immature. Its writer undoubtedly sad that its reader _feels the · way
he does - about her. Anyway, at least
she's making progress on that math
problem.
Sincerely,
A student

I

'
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NEW ADMINISTRATOR
Lesley College welcomes Mr. David
Tompkins to the Office of Assistant to
the Vice President for Development.
Mr. · Tompkins' general duties will include working on Parents' and Alumnae
Annual Programs.
A native of Newark, Delaware, Mr.
Tompkins is a 1957 graduate of the
University of Delaware. Following his
matriculation he was news editor in the
Alumni . and Public Relations Office at
the University of Delaware. Before
coming to Lesley, Mr. Tompkins was
employed as the Director for the -United
Community Fund of Delaware.
With Parents' Weekend and a second
Parents' Newsletter, Mr. Tompkins
has been esp-ecially busy and he is
quickly becoming a most active member
of the Lesley Community.

'
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/T'S WHAT'S HAPPENING"_ 'RoundandAbout

Psychiatris,t Heard
at Local Meeting

PRESIDENT'S
SEMINAR · FRESHMAN
NEWS

by rf!ar:1ha
Jurchheim
er
The Brecht boom in modern dramaturgy has burst into Boston. Both The
Charles Playhouse and Theater Company of Boston have chosen masterworks
by Bertolt Brecht for their present productions. - Their approaches to Brecht's ·
epic theater, a theater of alienation, is
quite dissimilar but both repertory
group_s achieve the desired theatrical
expenence.
The Charles' production of Mother
Couragi: and her Children features a
most talented cast. Olympi a Dukakis in
the title role gives a deeply sensitive portrayal of Mother Courage trudging
through Europe while pulling her canteen wagon. As she makes her living
off the war, so in the course of the war
she loses everything for which she lives.
Charles Keating and Barry Michlin excellently portray her sons who ultimately
meet with war's deaths. Lynn Milgrim
rendering a brilliant performance as
her dumb daughter, Kattrin, is also
killed -by the soldiers. Only once does
Moth q Courage utter Brecht's actual
message of pacifism when at the end
of scene 6 she exclaims, "War is a
curse!". But still she goes on her way
- the way of war; the only path she
knows.
Brecht's epic style amplifies his bitterly cruel picture of humanity. The audience is divorced from an empathy relationship with the characters on stage.
Michael Murry's able direction coupled
with William D. Robert's scenes and
Hugh Lester's lighting manages to attain Brecht' s goal of alienation. The
audience is constantl y aware that they
are viewing a drama. Other devices
that assure alienation but produce the
Wayland, poignant scene captions, and

On February 14, Dr. Ralph SchwetzFood for thought and profit ( especially profit) was the goal of the candy
gebel of Harvard University addressed
sale sponsored by the Freshman class,
N oted Viennese psychiatrist, 'Dr. Vik- _ the College at the President's Seminar.
The
topic
for
discussion
was
"Changing
under
the direction of Janice Anderson
tor E. Frankl , spoke to a group of
and Carol Stewart.
Human Behavior."
approximately 100 people at William
Among their future plans , the class
James Hall on Thursday, February 23,
The content of the addre ss centered
of
'70 is scheduling a carnival for under1967.
on a project th at Dr. Schwetzgebel had privileged children to be held sometime
Author of Man's Search For Meaning, Dr. Frankl ori ginat ed th e theory participated in at Harvard. Using juvein April, 1967.
of logot herap y which emphasizes the nile delinquents as subjects, the project
Sharon Clifford is the Freshman
will for meaning as man's prime_goal of stressed Skinner's theory of Operant
representative to the Calendar Comexistence. Although the theory was con- Conditioning as a method for getting
mittee.
the delinquents to speak into a tape
ceived prior to World War II, Dr.
President Anne Arnold and her
Frankl tested its effectiveness in the four
recorder. The subjects were given re- executive board urge cooperation and
concentration camps in which he was wards for talking into the tape recorder
support from the Freshman class. Please
held during the war. According to Dr.
and this reinforced their behavior pat-Attend Meetings!!!!!!!
Frankl, "The concentration camps of- terns.
fered a testing ground for logotherap y
1
- an acid test."
Logotherapy differs · from Freudian
She's · lovely, she's .. -......
wearing
psychology and that of Adler in that
clothes from Lucille and · Vivian's,
Freud stresses the pleasure prirn;;iple and
Massachusetts
Avenue,
Cambridge,
Adler the effect of power while logoMassachusetts.
She's
wearing
them at
F.
Weston
Prior,
vice
president
for
therapy propounds the view that pleasure
and power are merely side effects of Development of Lesley College, was one L.S.O.'s fashion show which is schedof the principal participants in the 1967 uled for April 1967. Anyone interested
man - that men must search for their
in modeling is asked to speak to Paula
meaning in life and once this is found, • District I Conference of the American
College Public Relations Association Kelley for further information.
then pleasure, power, etc., will follow.
(ACPRA) at Dartmouth College.
The existential vacuum which is dePolls have been taken and the results
fined as "meaningless in life" is spreadshow
that Lesley girls ate more bagels,
Mr. Prior served as chairman and
ing throughout the college generation,
moderator of a professional panel which cream cheese and lox this year than they
according to Dr. Frankl. This does not
considered the topic "So You Want to have ever eaten in the history of bagels
displease him, however, because he views
and lox sales. Congratulations!
Establish a Deferred Giving Program."
the questioning man as the· individual
L.S.O. is inter .ested in knowing where
and not - a conformer to society's deMembers of the panel included: Walmands. The existential vacuum is no ter E. Brooker, vice president and direc- you are working. If you have any consettlement
disease; it is "something to be ·proud of tor of development, Middlebury College, tact with children -in
houses,
tutoring,
babysitting,
Head
- a human achievement. No animal
Middlebury, Vermont, and Robert L.
questions his existence."
Kaiser, executive secretary of the bequest Star t, etc., please let us know. Contact
This vacuum , which comes from "unand estate plan ning prog ram at Da rt- either P aula Kell ey or Nancy Hill.
satisfied fr ustra ted will to meaning ," mouth College.
needed involvement
are tbe marvelously
may event u~te in_to neuroses not
Mpre _than _I 59 _.rep__r~sentatives_of colyergartei.
15.££DA!lW!!X!IL..2
JB
~amsms,
--.TCllctiOrt · f6tmll'uvm,,
........
.-......
-··-·-·
but as a result of spiritual emotions New England states attenaed the three
is the title of the newly released 51 page the present Viet Nam War.
day conference which opened on TuesIn a few brief episodes the alienation
derived from existential frustration.
publication on the proceedings of the
day.
Mr.
Prior's
panel
was
one
of
the
overpowers
the involvement and the
In an attempt to cure these neuroses,
New England Kindergarten Conference.
featured
sessions
held
on
Wednesday
three
hour
production
tends to drag logoth era py utili zes the method of
The publication is sponsored by the
but
these
moments
are
limited. If any
afternoon.
Graduate Di vision of Educat ion at Les·
" para doxical intention" which is a
critici
sm
is
warranted
it is that the
"sho r t term process to take care of psyKeynote speaker for . the confer ence ley.
chogenic neuros es." Basically, it is the was Ho war d Dre ssner, educational teleTh e publication presents addre sses of audience finds it difficult to resist the
tempta tion to ident ify with th e striking
use of anticipatory anxiety to make im- vision consultant to the F ord Fo un da- noted educators including Dr . Helen
possible that by which one is affected. tion.
Robi nson of Tea chers Colle ge, Columbi a perfo rmances of Moth er Cour age and
For exampl e, if a person is afr aid of
U niversity and Dr. F ritz Redl of her childr en.
In volvement by alienati on is the
Oth er featured speakers included th e W ayne State U niversity, whose keynote
blu shing when he enfers a room, he w ill
streng
th of Th eater Company of Bosnation
al
president
of
A
CP
RA,
D
r.
A.
blush. Pa ra doxical inte nti on forces a
addr ess w as "T his is What Chil dren
ton's produc tion of The Caucasian
per son to blu sh ·and the patient finds it W estley R owland, executive assistant to Stir Up in U s."
Chalk Circl e. Every device of Brecht ian
the pr esident , St ate U niversity of New
impossible to do so.
theater has been employed to its full est
L ogothe rapy follows the neurot ic man York at Buffalo, and the president of
(Cont inued on Pa ge 4)
the
Ame
rican
Al
umni
Coun
cil,
G
eorge
into his noological dimension - a disSTUDENT
AND
tinctiv~ human dimension , as man is Colton , vice president for public affairs,
omcE SUPPLIES
capable of transcending himself ( to Dartmouth College.
objectively see himself) to reflect himself
or .to reject himself. This characteristic
is viewed by Dr. Frankl as a truly human trait and it is the work of. logoSTATIONERS
therapy to follow man to this dimension
( his conscience) .
·
1288 Mass. Ave., _Harvard Sq.
According to Dr . Frankl, man is a
being primarily never concerned -with
KI 7~1230
himself. He is in search for meaning
:_md he is not concerned with any state
Two years ago a very successful and
within himself, i.e., homeostasis , etc. productive event took place at Lesley
"These states are merely derivatives of College. A day was set aside for the
man's primary concern (his search for entire Lesley community to meet and
Harvard Cafeteria
meaning)."
explore ·the goals of Lesley College.
Logotherapy considers Freud's reality
This event generated enthusiasm and
1613 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
principle as erroneous. Man is not in- interest. The tapic of discussion was
terested in pleasure -,-- basically he is how much responsibility should a Lesley
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
concerned with the reason to find pleas- student accept for her education. The
ure. Man needs a reason to be happy;
interest generated on this day, two years
if you have this reason, pleasure and ago, has been rejuvenated by the stuhappiness will follow; but they should
dents, faculty, administration, and the
·never be directly pursued. "When you Goals Committee.
Thus, on April
pursue pleasure directly, it alludes you. twelfth another Goals Day will be held.
Tr-u.mar1
13:ayes
& Compan.y
You lose the reason to be happy and The objectives of the day will be the
I N S U R A N C E A G E N C Y,
I N.C .
this is a typical neurotic reaction. One
exploration of goals and the diagnosing
should be concerned with what their
of problems Lesley faces now -and will
10 Post Office Square, Boston 9, Massachusetts
personal conscience wants of them;
face in the future. The theme will coneventually success will ensue.''
,AMAWIMC.Lcern · the "Becoming" Lesley: . where is
HUbbard 2-7350
"Reality," according to logotheraLesley. College going and how can we
pists, "is a cryptogram; one has'to decode help it get there? You, as students and
Samuel 0. Penni, Jr., C.L.U.
Earl M. Wat son, C.L.U.
life - to find out the hidden meaning
active members of the Lesley commu~~
in life. Man's conscience is his intuitive
nity, will remember this day as one of
capacity to search out this 1:1-eaning."
productive int'el\ectual stimulation and
growth.
(Continued on Page 4)
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March 10, 1967
Frankl-

Cont.
Although the title of the talk was
"Psychotherapy and Values," Dr. Frankl
spoke primarily on logotherapy. He
added, however, that he sees a distinct
Lesley Ellis, one of Lesley's laboratory
difference between meaning and values
schools, is being reorganized to concen- in man. Meaning involves making detrate on educational programs for chil- cisions; values are decisions made by
dren in the nursery _and kindergarten · society or a larger group other than
grades. This new program will become the individual.
Education reinforces the existential
effective on July 1, ·1967.
vacuum because it forces man to live up
Plans for the change from a private
to certain values ·- expectations set by
elementary school to a private pre-school "higher strata of society." Dr. Frankl
opei·ation have been under consideration
offered his opinion of good and bad in
relation to values and meaning. Good
for some time, according to Samuel D.
Wonders, Chairman of the Board of is anything that promotes meaning fulfillment of a human being; bad proTrustees. Much work and exploration
had to be undertaken in order to deter- hibits meaning or the fulfillment of a
human being. It is possible to find fulmine the feasability of such a transition
fillment despite failure and , despair deand a final decision was reached on spite success.
Tuesday, Janua ry 31, · 1967.
Ending his talk, Dr. Frankl remarked
The reasons for this decision are that
that no one can tell anyone there is
present-day educational needs and those meaning in his life - it is a distinctively
of the future indicate that it is necessary individual process and a feeling that cannot be shared with others. Suffering can,
to focus on early childhood education
an·d on the instruction of the emotionally for some, be transmitted into a meanin gful experience, while for others, it redisturbed and mentally retarded.
mains as a burden.
The reorganizat ion of Lesley Ellis
Dr. Frankl has also written The
will permit a more comprehensive and Do ctor and the Soul, From D eath Camp
thorough approach to the critical, begin- to Existentialism and L ogotherapy ning years of a child 's education.
The Will To Meaning.

CHANGE OCCURS

AT LESLEY ELLIS

Review From The Top
"A LUMP OF CLAY"

Monuments are officially awe inspiring struc ture s. Rob ert Frost, the Early
Years, though official is not a monument to a ·stone saint. Thompson presents
Frost as a man, ju st a lump of clay, a massof faults and virtues. Be prepared to
view your idol with clay feet. He is no longer encircled by an aura of "the American
boy made good" - kindly, generous, hard working, conscientious, and considerate.
Thompson interprets a huge composite of facts to point to a different conclusion.
From the beginning of his life Frost has had to make up his own .world. The

~

young Californian was forced to formulate his own ideas of love and marriage under
of his feuding mother and father. At an impressionable
age he loses his
and is uprooted and replanted in the hostile soil of New England,
where his

the n,ef

father

ACADEMIC HONORS
The following stude nts have achieved SENIORS
a se111esteraverage of 3.3 or over and
Arams, S. Laurie; Allinson, Elisse;
have earned academic honors for the Andelman , Sheila; Arr an ts, Elizabeth ;
first semester, 1966-67.
Bareiss, Charlotte; Baskies, Marilyn;
FRESHMEN
Becker, Jane; Baughman, Pamela; CotFine, Jane;
George, Elizabeth;
ton, Barbara;
Birmingham,
Jean_;
Goldin, Iris; MacSweeney, Gayle;
Clarke, Susan; Conley, Mary; Cro~by,
Markowitz, Nona B.; Pinkney Ellen;
Brenda;
Cushner, Carol;
Demmg,
Shaftel, Linda.
'
Galen; Demp~ey, Kathleen; Dulberg,
Lynda; Epstem, Rebecca; Freedman,
SOPHOMORES
,
.
.
Jacqueline; Glidear, Arlene; Goldberg,
,Boruch, Beth; Colag10vanm, Mar~1a; Elle.r:i (Mrs.) ; Gr aham, Lynda; HeiD f\-mato, J ?-An?e; Domma, Elame;
fetz, Rosalyn; Hoffman, Rebekah;
Fem berg, _Lois; Fiske, Betsy; Freedman,
Horwitz, Janice; Il vento, Rosemary;
Jo}'.ce; Fn_edman, Annette; Gre~n. _Mar- Itkin, Susan; Ives, Patricia; Joseph,
Jone; Hillman, Sandra; Mmsmger,
Nancy; Kaplan, Ellen; Kaye, Nancy;
Karen;
Schwartz,
Deborah;
Sher, Lenox, Leslie; Levy, Deborah; Lipnick,
Arleen.
Jacqueline· Lundell , Sandra· Mard us
JUNIORS
Gail; Me~kes, Ph;llis; Miils, Carol;
Abeles, Vivian; Bialek, Judith; Bill- Ohanian, Barbara; Olin, Marjorie;
ings, Dolores; Blonder, Leslie; Cornell,
O'Neill, Margaret; Orenstein, Dianne
Joanne; Costello, Carolyn; Dornfeld,
(Mrs.) ; Pearl, Susan; Pogoda, Karen;
Catherine; Drei er, Francine; FurchRoit, Marsha; Romo, Sheila; Rosenheimer, -Marsha; Haskell, Carole; Johnbaum, Regina; Sandler, Rhoda; Schackson, Judith; Kalfaian, ·carol; Kimball, man, Joan; Shatz, Elinor; Sigal, FranLeslie; Kramer, Ellen; Kusnierz, Bar-~ cee; Sissman, Marcia; Soled, Judi th ;
hara; Leshner, Linda; Levi, Rin a;
Stadtman, Sherryl; Stanfield, Susan;
Meyer, Ilene; Murphy, Anne (Mrs.) ; St!·achman, Elaine; Tendler, Susan;
Neidich, Judith; Rosner, Lois; Ross, Tillis,
Ellen;
VanDernoot,
Paula
Regina; Rorh , Michele; Sanek, Martha;
(Mrs.); Watstein, Maxine; Weiner,
Saslafsky, Ileine; Schneider, Jo an;
Judith; Welt, Rissa; Williams, Joyce;
Sherin, Paula; Vaccaro, Vivi an; Wollin,
Winiker, Elaine.
Elizabeth; Zeldin Michele.
Catherine P. Welch
'
Registrar
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Brecht - Cont.
capacity. Robert Allen's colorful ab.stractions projected upon the back wall
of the theater present the everchanging
set. The accompanying music was composed especially for Theater Company
by T_eiji Ito. Lesile Shaver has done a
fantastic job of costuming the large cast
in outlandishly bizarre patchwork-quilt
stylized costumes. The evil players enter
masquerade fashion with Mardi-Gras
type

h eaddress,

their

hand s

four inch gold fingernails.

tipp ed

There

by

is no

family goes to live with a stern grandfather. The boy's activities in high school need for scene captions since Brecht
give him his first view of success and renown. But his self esteem is deflated by utilizes a Story Teller to convey the
Elinor White's ref11sal to marry him before they have finished college. Thompson
action. All blend to produce the full
shows us an arrogant youth who flits from one job to another. We see a spoiled flavor of Brecht's uninhibited theater.
child who clings to mom's support. We watch an egotist who, being temporarily
The devices are so exceptionally well
put off, determines to take his own life to properly punish those around him. Light
executed that they manage to cloud the
is cast on a selfish man who rejects anyone who attempts to assist him. We are mediocrity of the cast. Director Da vid
·even frightened by the man turned villain who drags a child out of bed in the -Wheeler must be commended for the
middle of the night brandishing a revolver between himself and his wife, wit h the swiftly fluid handling of this imaginatively clad if insensitive group. The
words:
clownish buffoonery of Ralph Waite in
"Take your choice. Before morning, one of us will be dead."
the role of Azdak the Judge is a singuWhere has the kindly New England sage gone? Thompson's book breaks that
larly exceptional performance. Penelope
bubble and penetrates into the workings of Frost's mind.
Between the dark and the daylight within the cranial cortex , Thompson has Allen 's characterization of Grusha is
slightly dischordant to the mood of the
found a boy so pre~cup ied with his sense of worth that he must constantly be production but nevertheless elicits symreassured. The biographer tells us what Frost was afraid to tell himself. He ex- pathy from the audience.
plains Frost's self deceptions, his relationships with those around him, and his
The story itself was adapted from a
motives in life as the result of this internal conflict between self idealization and
14th
century Chinese play. It is a paraactuality. It is from this basic conflict that we are made to view Frost's failings;
ble of suffering, sacrifice, and surrender
from this crack in the base of Frost as a man that we look up to the monumental
by Grusha , a servant girl who has saved
face of his poetry.
the governor 's child. Having been forRobert Frost, the Ea rly Years , is a faithful portrayal of a man. Thompson
gotten by his wealthy parents in their
will never be acclaimed for his handling of the music of the language but he will
political flight from the city, the child
be noted for his work with the muse of the man. This first volume of the official was raised by Grusha until his true
mother again claimed him. In the hilariRobert F-rost biography has created a flesh and blood individual, a lump of clay. I
ous scene that ensues, Azdak the Judge
will be anxious for the next volume that molds this being into his final public form.
,
SANDRA HILD MAN
is endowed with Solomon's unmistakeable wisdom and good triumphs over
evil. Brecht's moral couldn't be more
apparent as the Story Teller stands on
the empty stage saying, "That what
DELICATESSEN LUNCH
LESLEY BOOK STORE
there is shall go to those who are good
FAMOUS ROAST BEEF SPECIAL
for it."
' Cambridge
We Meet All Your Needs
71 Mt. Auburn St.,

ELSIE'S

Engaged:
Jane Becker '67 to Charles Fine,
New York Univer sity '66, Brooklyn Law School '69.
Louise Sheinman '69 to Ivan Rosenberg, Masters, Cornell; Foxboro
Company, engineering.
Mary Nadeau '67 to Richard Slavin.sky

(graduated)

Boston

Univer-

Susan-} ane Hill '69 to Richard Shell,

Northeastern University '67.
Nancy Otis '68 to Andrew Bram,
Bucknell University '66; Suffolk
University Law School '68.
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